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Introduction:  The InSight mission to Mars is now 

returning seismic data from another planetary body for 
the first time since Apollo lunar data and Viking Mars 
data from the 1970’s but with broadband measurements 
(see e.g. [1, 2] for a review of planetary seismic appli-
cations and [3] for the SEIS instrument).  Part of the rea-
son for the lack of planetary seismic deployments is a 
perceived complexity of seismic instrumentation in or-
der to have extremely sensitive instruments well-cou-
pled with ground motion.  A large reason for this per-
ception is the lack of clear identification of Marsquakes 
in the Viking data [4], and the final report of the Viking 
seismology project [5], which identified direct coupling 
to the ground as an important future consideration to 
move beyond the Viking seismometer.  However, as 
discussed in [6], there were other features of the Viking 
seismology project that hampered its ability to detect in-
ternal events, primarily the relatively low sensitivity of 
the instrument strongly peaked near a resonant fre-
quency of 3 Hz [4], as well as the fact that much of the 
data was sent back in a compressed event mode consist-
ing of an envelope amplitude sent back at approximately 
1 Hz and a count of positive-going zero crossings [7], 
which prohibits modern digital waveform processing.   

Given the significant deployment complexity of sur-
face instrument placement, though, it’s important to bet-
ter constrain the science potential of high-quality seis-
mometers mounted on a spacecraft to achieve science 
objectives.  While InSight has now deployed its seismic 
instrument package (Seismic Experiment for Internal 
Stucture, or SEIS) on the surface, the short period in-
strument (SP) successfully operated on the deck, 
providing an excellent test for determining science po-
tential for future landed missions. 

On deck InSight SP instrument operation:  Be-
cause the SP seismometers of the SEIS instrument pack-
age have tilt tolerance up to 15° [3], they were able to 
run on the deck of the lander without leveling while sites 
for surface placement were selected. While temperature 
limitations and other operational concerns prevented 
continuous operation, over 47 hours of data was rec-
orded over a 3-week period on the deck. While this data 
does not cover all portions of the diurnal cycle, it in-
cludes periods both before and after sunset and covering 
a range of atmospheric noise conditions.  This dataset is 
powerful for understanding the noise characteristics of 
deck-deployed seismometers and can be used to better 
understand the science potential of future seismic 

deployments on landed assets on Mars and other plane-
tary bodies, including for airless bodies when the calm-
est periods recorded by InSight are considered. 

Test deployment on Mars Science Laboratory en-
gineering model:  While InSight will allow us to com-
pare deck and surface operation of seismic instrumenta-
tions, it does not allow for simultaneous operation on 
both the ground and deck.  This prevents a direct under-
standing of the transfer function of ground motion to a 
deck-deployed seismometer.  However, we performed a 
similar test on Earth on the engineering model of the 
Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) “Curiosity” rover ([6] 
and figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: Test deployment of Trillium compacts on 
the deck of the MSL engineering model and immedi-
ately below (A).  Spectrograms of both show clear 
correlation of ground signals through seismic band 
(B). Figure adapted from [6]. 

Comparison of the deck-deployed seismometer with 
one immediately below the rover showed nearly identi-
cal recordings of earthquake signals (figure 1).  In fact, 
the transfer function is near 1 for much of the seismic 
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band of interest between a period of 30 seconds up to 
the beginning of resonant frequencies near 3 Hz (figure 
2). There are important differences, however, between 
day and night observations due to air motion from cli-
mate control in the hangar where the engineering model 
is kept (figure 2), providing an interesting analogue to 
how wind and pressure noise on Mars may impact the 
measurement of ground motion. 

While the design of the surface assets for MSL and 
InSight are obviously quite different, observed noise 
characteristics of on-deck data from Mars suggest simi-
lar reduction in power spectral density below resonant 
frequencies.  This suggests excellent coupling with 
ground motion below the resonant frequencies of the 
lander itself, emphasizing the potential for a deck seis-
mometer to record potential marsquake signals. 

 
Figure 2: Deck and reference seismograms from [6] 
for one 24 hour cycle (top) including a noisier day-
time (green) and quieter night (red).  Coherence be-
tween the seismograms (middle) suggests strong con-
sistency between the 2 signals at all times between 30 
and 3 second period, although coherence is reduced 
near 1 Hz during the day.  The transfer function am-
plitude (bottom) is near 1 through this band of high 
coherence.  

 
Comparison with anticipated seismic signals and 

evaluation of science potential: While the total dura-
tion of on-deck recording during the InSight mission 
was relatively short, the noise statistics derived from 
this data can be compared with expected amplitudes of 
seismic signals (e.g. [3]) and seismicity rates (e.g. [8, 9, 
10]), and eventually with measured rates of seismicity 
derived from InSight surface operations.  This will per-
mit prediction of event detection rates for a deck-

deployed seismometer, allowing for quantitative assess-
ment of the science potential of such a seismometer in 
future missions as a function of measurement timing 
and duration. We can also better establish instrument 
sensitivity requirements in order to record seismically 
relevant signals in the quietest frequency bands and 
times of day. 

Signals will also be correlated with simultaneous re-
cordings from the pressure sensor and other meteoro-
logical instrumentation of the InSight mission, which 
will allow for better understanding of the best times for 
seismic observation relative to the atmospheric dynam-
ics of Mars. 

Other planetary applications: While this data only 
directly constrains the science potential of deck seismo-
meters on Mars, the basic conclusions of good recovery 
of ground motion below lander resonances apply to any 
landed mission.  In fact, deployment on airless bodies, 
such as the icy moons Europa or Enceladus or Earth’s 
moon may be able to achieve much lower noise levels, 
while a deployment on Titan or Venus with much 
thicker atmospheres may be more challenging. 

Summary:  
Sitting on the deck 
Planet shakes lander and me 
Science can be done 
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